Workshops on Japanese archaeology

Conférence d’ouverture - Keynote Lecture
Friday, December 2nd 2011 - DRAC Strasbourg
16h00- KOJYASU Tatsuo
(Emeritus Professor, Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Mapping knowledges and technologies, philosophy and worldview:
Arrow points and spiritual space.

Workshop on ‘The Archaeology of River Valleys’
Saturday, December 3rd 2011 - DRAC Strasbourg
09h30- Simon KANER
(Sainsbury Institute for the Study of Japanese Arts and Cultures and the University of East Anglia, Norwich)
Welcome and opening: River Archaeology and the Shimanami River project

09h45- NAKAMURA Oji
(Research Institute for Humanity and Nature, Kyoto and the Mile Museum)
Mapping the archaeology of Japanese rivers: examples from the Yoshinuma and Isshikari Rivers

09h55- Liliana JANIK
(University of Cambridge and Alan Chippindale, Worcester Erode, County Couth)
Mapping the archaeology of the Shimanami River

10h15- Helen LEWIS
(University College, Dublin)
The potential of palaeoenvironmental study for the prehistory of the Shimanami

10h30- Recession

10h45- TANGUEUIL Christelle
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Parallel development issues and future of the Shimanami

11h00- MIYAO Eriko
(Niigata Prefectural Museum of History, Japan)
Floral society and spatial emphasis on recent work at Sanka and Umedaka: a case study in the prehistory of the Shimanami

11h15- Discussion

11h45- Olivier KAYSER
(Kansai Regional Government, DRAC Aix-en-Provence)
Studies in riverine archaeology: current French perspectives

12h00- Laurent SCHMITT
(University of Strasbourg)
The current state of palaeoenvironmental studies in the Upper Rhine area

12h15- Recession

12h30- Christopher EVANS
(Cambridge Archaeological Unit, University of Cambridge)
River archaeology in the Upper Rhine

12h45- Helen LEWIS
(University College, Dublin)
The river valley today

13h00- Alan CLAPHAM
(Waterfront Archaeology, London)
Lafar along the River Seine

13h15- Discussion

13h45- Close

Workshop on ‘Shinto in Archaeology’
Sunday, December 4th 2011 - CEEJA Kientzheim

10h30- Simon KANER
(Sainsbury Institute for the Study of Japanese Arts and Cultures and the University of East Anglia, Norwich)
Introduction and Welcome

10h45- YOSHIDA Taro
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Religious ceremonies and rituals of Japan

11h15- NAKAMURA Koakiti
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Reinterpretation of Shintō Archaeology according to the late, professor of Kokugakuin

11h30- Recession

11h45- BE Akira
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Reconstruction of Shintō Archaeology according to the late, professor of Kokugakuin

12h15- KATO Motonori
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
The relation between monuments and water in the Shimanami river basin. Akita prefecture. A case study

12h30- FUKASAWA Taro
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Spirits from the surface and the water as the object of Ritual Archaeology

12h45- SHINBARA Yoshim SEX
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Formation process of Shinto places in Nara

13h00- Discussion

13h15- UCHIKAWA Takashi
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
Relationship between ethnological belief and Shintō in the Kurashiki Current area

13h30- ISHIHAMA Yukio
(Kokugakuin University, Tokyo)
The worship of stone in modern and ancient Japan

13h45- Discussion, by Anna ANDERSON (University of Hong Kong)